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Steep aproaches will play an important role in the near future helicopter missions in particular for noise
reduction, however, in steep descent the helicopter �ight envelope is limited by the region knowned as
vortex-ring state. Entering this area, while �ying close to the ground, can be extremely dangerous.
Indeed, the vortex-ring state was implicated in 32 helicopter accidents between 1982 and 1997 [1].
The objective of this work is to predict the vortex ring state limits and to model helicopter behaviour
during steep approach.
Because of the importance of induced velocity in helicopter �ight simulation code, an empirical Vim model
is developed. First momentum theory is extented to all �ight con�gurations. Then the computed Vim
is adjusted to experimental data available, multiplying by a coe�cient that takes into account di�erent
losses that occur in descent �ight.
An analytical criterion predicting the vortex ring state limits is proposed. This criterion is founded on
Wolkovitch theory [2] which is improved in order to take into account the wake skew angle. In addition,
this criterion is applied using the developed Vim model instead of momentum theory.
Finally, the vortex ring state is modeled, breaking down into two aspects. In one hand, the �ow �uctua-
tions that occur in vortex ring state are modeled using the previous criterion to estimate their intensity.
On the other hand, �ight tests performed at CEV have exhibited particular Vz responses to collective
inputs including power settling. Eurocopter �ight mechanics code HOST improved with the proposed
Vim model reproduced well these characteristic phenomena of the complex vortex ring state.

Notations

c mean chord of the rotor blade, m

DT0 collective pitch angle, deg

Fz rotor thrust, N

Nz normal load factor

Pno hover required power, kW

Pw required power, kW

R rotor radius, m

V io hover induced velocity, m:s�1

Vim mean induced velocity, m:s�1

Vh horizontal velocity, m:s�1

Vs slipstream velocity, m:s�1

Vtv tip vortices velocity, m:s�1

Vx inplane velocity component, m:s�1

Vz normal velocity component, m:s�1

�� normalized axial �ow

�� normalized inplane �ow

�� normalized induced �ow

� wake skew angle, deg

� air density, kg:m�3

� roll attitude, deg

� pitch attitude, deg

 azimuth, deg

�0, �1c, �1s rotor �apping angle, deg


 rotational velocity of the rotor, rad:s�1
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Introduction

Steep descent is an important �ight phase as
well for civil helicopters for which new steep ap-
proach procedures will be used notably for noise
reduction as for military ones requiring the ca-
pability of approaching and landing short or en-
rering a con�ned area for any rescue operation.
However, in steep descent the �ight envelope is
limited by the region of vortex ring state. The
turbulent circulating air existing in this partic-
ular state can cause serious handling di�culties
that frequently leads to temporary loss of heli-
copter control. Entering this area, while �ying
close to the ground, can be extremely dangerous.
Indeed, the vortex-ring state was implicated in 32
helicopter accidents between 1982 and 1997 [1].
One challenge, in the near future, would be the

improvement of rotorcrafts handling qualities at
high glide slope approaches, via appropriates con-
trol laws associated to carefree handling means
(active side-sticks, HUD). The design and the de-
velopment of this kind of systems require a good
knowledge of helicopter �ights mechanics in this
speci�c �ight con�guration.
Because of the importance of induced velocity

in helicopter �ight simulation, �rst an empirical
Vim model is developed. Then a criterion predict-
ing the vortex ring state limits is proposed. An
induced velocity �uctuations model has also been
developed. Finally, the mean features of the vor-
tex state (parameters �uctuations and particu-
lar Vz responses) are reproduced with Eurocopter
�ight mecanics code HOST (Helicopter Overall
Simulation Tool). This results are compared with
�ight test data performed with the instrumented
DAUPHIN 6075 in service in the French Flight
Test Centre (CEV).

1 Induced velocity model

All existing induced velocity models used in �ight
mechanics codes are founded on a mean compo-
nent, generally computed by simple momentum
or vortex theory. Because these theories are not
valid in descent �ight, many models were elab-
orated for such conditions. Most of them only
holds in vertical descent, as a result of the axis-
symmetrical �ow that simpli�es the problem in
that case. The di�erences between the methods
used show that the problem remains still misun-
derstood. Despite many models are available in
vertical descent, until now, no physical model ex-
ists in the general case of descent with forward
�ight. An empirical approach is elaborated in
order to compute Vim in all �ight conditions, in-
cluding descent in forward �ight.

1.1 Momentum equation

Both momentum and simple vortex theory pro-
vide the following equation:

Fz = 2:�:�:R2:Vt:Vi (1)

with Vt =
q
Vx

2 + (Vi + Vz)2, the wake trans-

port velocity.
Equation (1) may be nondimensionalized by di-

viding both sides by the hover induced velocity
V io, to yield:

1 = ��2[��2 + (�� + ��)2] (2)

1.2 Momentum improvement in
vertical descent

Figure 1 shows the solution of equation 2 in ver-
tical descent (�� = 0) and compares them with
experimental data from [3]. The momentum in-
duced velocity follows and minimizes the exper-
imental data for -1.5<�� < 0 and for �� < �2.
Between �� = �1:5 and �� = �2 the experimen-
tal values link the upper and lower branches of
momentum theory.
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Figure 1: Normalized induced velocity in vertical
descent

This region where solutions of (2) are erroneous
corresponds to a surrounding area of the ideal
autorotation for which �� = ���. In this situation,
the normalized induced velocity tends towards in-
�nity in order that the right side of equation (2)
keep a constant value. The �nite experimental
values of �� means that a term is de�cient in equa-
tion (2). Physically, this term could represent the
drag of the rotor in autorotation as mentioned by
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Drees [4]. Here, the induced velocity was calcu-
lated using an interpolating method inspired by
the works of Baskin and al [5].
Let ��1 and ��2 be the critical normalized rates

of descent surrounding the ideal autorotation and
��1 and ��2 be the corresponding normalized in-
duced velocities computed by equation (2). The
expression of the derivative is not easy to be ob-
tained because �� is computed numerically by solv-
ing equation (2) but no expression giving �� as a
function of �� et �� is available. Nevertheless, Pe-
ters and Chen [6] have shown that:

@��

@��
= �1�

1

��3
1q

1

��2
+ �2

giving respective values of (@��
@��
)1 and (@��

@��
)2 in ��1

and ��2. So, four conditions allow to interpolate
the normalized induced velocity between point 1
and 2 (�gure 1) with a 3rd order polynomial func-
tion. For �� < ���2, only the lower solution of
equation (2) is considered.
Normalized induced velocity calculated in that

way in vertical descent is represented in �gure
1. The calculated values follow and minimize the
experimental ones over the all range of descent.
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Figure 2: Normalized required power in vertical
descent

The extended momentum theory provides a
lower bound for the induced velocity. The results
obtained with this method in term of required
power (�gure 2) shows that the extended momen-
tum theory represent the optimum performance
of the rotor because the calculated required power
minimized the experimental one (2). Heyson [7]
and Drees [4] assumes that this idealized picture
of rotor performance comes from the omission of
viscous losses and all losses caused by nonunifor-
mity of momentum transfert. Figures 1 and 2
show also the results obtained by the previous

model with a multiplicative coe�cient kV i which
takes these di�erent losses into account.

1.2.1 Descent in forward �ight

The same method is applied to the descent in
forward �ight with interpolation limits ��1 and ��2
and a coe�cient kV i adjusted to the normalized
forward speed ��. Beyond a critical value ��crit
the normalized induced velocity is computed by
equation 2 again for any value of �� (�gure 3).
As the model is extrapolated when �� 6= 0, more
experimental data are needed to update vertical
measurements and to extend them to forward de-
scent.
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Figure 3: Normalized induced velocity in forward
�ight

The model has been implemented in the Euro-
copter �ight mecanics code HOST. The last chap-
ter will show that the corrected model improved
greatly the code, reproducing the mean features
of vortex ring state.

2 Vortex ring state prediction

Even if all helicopter world actors know the
vortex-ring state, the phenomenon remains still
misunderstood and the helicopter �ight envelope
in descent remains not correctly estimated. Pre-
vious experimental studies of the vortex ring state
present di�erent aspects of the phenomenon:

� Circulatory �ow shown by visualisation,
both in wind tunnel [8] and �ight test [9],

� Unsteady �ow exhibited by wind tunnel mea-
surements [10] involving �ight instabilities,

� Ct reduction at constant collective pitch
shown in wind tunnel [10].
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All these di�erent aspects are connected. In-
deed, the circulatory �ow provides an induced ve-
locity augmentation and �ow �uctuations. More-
over, the Ct reduction is due to Vi increase that
decreases local angles of attack.
From the pilot point of view, that can be char-

acterized by turbulence and sudden increase of
the rate of descent.
It is proposed, �rst to determine the limits of

the region of roughness, then to generate �ow
�uctuations and �nally to analyze phenomena im-
plying the speci�c Vz evolution in descent �ight.

2.1 Wolkovitch criterion [2]

The �ow model considered byWolkovitch consists
of a slipstream with uniform �ow at any section,
surrounded by a protective tube of vorticity which
separate the slipstream from the relative wind.
This tube is made up by the tip vortices leaving
the rotor and it is postulated that the unsteady
vortex ring �ow is associated with a breakdown
in this protective sheath of vorticity. Wolkovitch
assumes that the velocity of the vortex cores is the
mean between velocities inside and outside the
tube (�gure 4). Moreover, the vortex ring state
is supposed to occur when the relative velocity of
the tip vortices falls to zero. This leads to the
criterion for the upper limit:

�� = �
��

2

V
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V
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Vi+Vz

Vz
Rotor disk

Inner
Slipstream

Vz+Vi/2

Tip Vortices

Figure 4: Wolkovitch �ow model

For the lower limit, Wolkovitch used a coef-
�cient kW that take into account the distance
above the rotor where the "pile-up" of vorticity
occurs. The lower limit is then de�ned by:

�� = �
kW :��

2
; 1 � kW � 2

The recommended value of kW is 1:4.
Figure 5 represents the limit obtained with this

criterion (kW = 1:4) where the induced velocity
is computed by momentum theory.
The limits obtained are close to the experimen-

tal ones at low advance ratio. Nevertheless, the
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Figure 5: Vortex ring state limits

criterion predicts vortex ring state even for high
advance ratios. This is consistent with neither ex-
perience nor the physical mechanisms that causes
the vortex ring state.

2.2 Improved Wolkovitch model

As was mentioned by Peters and Chen [6], the
de�ciency of the previous theory comes from the
fact that the wake skew angle is not considered in
the wake geometry. In order to take into account
the skew angle � the �ow model shown in �gure
6 is used.

V
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V
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V
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Figure 6: Flow model in forward descent

The tip vortices velocities
�!
V tv is supposed to

be again the mean between the velocities outside
and inside the slipstream but owing to the wake
skew angle �:

�!
V tv =

1

2
:(
�!
V +

�!
V s) =

�
Vtvx
Vtvz

�
=

�
V x

V i
2
+ V z

�

Normalizing by the hover induced velocity:

�!
V tv =

�
��

��
2
+ ��

�
Unlike Wolkovitch, a single condition is used to

predict vortex ring state limit that supposes the
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unsteady �ow associated with vortex ring state
occurs when the tip vortices stand in the vicinity
of the rotor. In other words, the rotor is in vortex
ring state when the initial velocity of tip vortices
is not large enough to carry them far from the
rotor disk. This would lead to the following cri-
terion:

j
�!
V tvj =

q
V 2
tvx

+ V 2
tvz

< "

This criterion gives good results near vertical
descent but doesn't match very well with experi-
mental data from [8] and [11] when �� 6= 0. That
is due to the fact that the normalized axial and
inplane �ows don't play a symetric role as �gure
7 shows.

d
2

1

d

Tip Vortex

Figure 7: Physical di�erence between axial and
inplane �ow

Let's consider ① and ② as two vortex rings leav-
ing the rotor at the same velocity, moving respec-
tively in the axial and inplane direction. After
a time t, the vortices have both covered the dis-
tance d but �gure 7 shows that tip vortex ② is still
in contact with rotor while vortex ① no longer in-
teract with the rotor disk. As a result, the rotor
is supposed to be in vortex ring state when:

�
Vtvx � "x
Vtvz � "z

("z < "x)

Putting "x = k:"z = k:" with k > 1, the crite-

rion become1:s
(
��

k
)2 + (

��

2
+ ��)2 � " (3)

In the previous criteria ([2] and [6]), induced
velocity was calculated with momentum theory
which is not valid in descent. Here �� is computed
with the induced velocity model described above
which is adapted to descent �ight.
Value of coe�cient k = 4 is chosen to match

with experimental domains from [8] and [11]. The
value of " traduces the intensity of the vortex
ring state �uctuations. Figure 5 represents the
limits obtained with " = 0:2 and " = 0:1, that
corresponds respectively to light and severe �uc-
tuations levels. Flight test have been performed

1Newman et al [12] have also considered such coe�cient

with the instrumented DAUPHIN 6075 in service
in the French Flight Test Centre (CEV) to get
the vortex ring state limits in �ight. First data
obtained are represented on �gure 5 also with ex-
perimental data reported by [12].

Dimensional limits: The physical limit is ob-
tained by multiplying the normalized domain by

V io =
q

Fz
2:�:�:R2 . Consequently, the vortex ring

state dimensional domain depends on:

Fz approximately equivalent to the helicopter
mass,

R expressing the rotor dimensions,

� expressing �ight conditions.

Figure 8 compares the limits obtained for the
DAUPHIN at two di�erent masses.
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Figure 8: Helicopter mass in�uence on the vortex
ring state domain

Axis in�uence: Rigorously criterion (3) must
be applied in rotor axis. Trim calculations real-
ized with Dauphin 365N at z = 0m, using HOST
code, give the limit represented on �gure 9. Sim-
ple multiplication of criterion (3) by V io applied
directly in helicopter axis is also represented. Be-
cause of small values of the helicopter pitch angles
in these �ight conditions, �gure 9 shows little dif-
ferences beetween the two limits. As a result, the
simple criterion (3) can be used in helicopter axis
multiplying by the hover induced velocity.

2.3 Application of the criterion to
D6075 vortex-ring state �ight

During engine failure �ight tests, DAUPHIN 6075
encountered accidentally the vortex-ring state.
Figure 10 shows that the helicopter enters the

vortex-ring state when its forward speed (UAa)
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Figure 9: Comparison of vortex domains ex-
pressed in rotor and helicopter axis (m=3500kg,
z=0m)

dropped while the pilot tries to reduce the de-
scent rate (WAa) (between points 1 and 2). This
maneuver implies a decrease of the criterion value
that reaches 0.2 at point 2 and 0.1 at point 3, sig-
nifying an augmentation of vortex ring state in-
tensity, that leads in a sharply Vz decrease. Next
the helicopter leaves vortex ring state area by in-
creasing its forward speed that augments the cri-
terion value (0.2 at point 4). In this way, the pi-
lot manages to stabilize and next to increase Vz.
The bottom diagram shows a good correlation be-
tween the �ight test beginning of Vz decrease and
proposed limit.

3 Helicopter behaviour pre-

diction in vortex ring state

3.1 Flow �uctuations

Method: As wind tunnel test exhibited a high
level of �ow �uctuations during the vortex ring
state, it has been decided to introduce Vi �uctu-
ations in HOST code. Moreover, measurements
of Fz spectrum is available in literature [13]. This
experimental spectrum obtained from a model ro-
tor is �rst sampled and then is adapted to the
Dauphin rotor with the help of the normalized
frequency: !0 = 
:R

c
. However, this spectrum

corresponds to a single �ight condition (�� = 0,
�� = 0:75) near maximum �uctuations level.
Yet, criterion (3) gives not only the limit of

vortex ring but permits above all to estimate the
intensity of �uctuations. Indeed, the value of the
left side of equation (3) gives the intensity of �uc-
tuations. More low is the value of criterion more
important the �uctuations will. Accordingly, the
spectrum is interpolated over vortex domain with
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Figure 10: Main �ight parameters and vortex ring
state criterion during D6075 vortex-ring state
�ight

criterion (3) supposing that excited frequencies
are the same on the whole domain.
As Fz �uctuations is a consequence of Vi �uc-

tuations, a �uctuating term ~V i is added to the
induced velocity. In view of the experimental
Fz spectrum form, ~V i is chosen to be pseudo-
harmonic:

~V i =

nX
i=1

Ai: cos (!i:t+ �i)
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The Fz spectrum obtained by simulation is then
analyzed and compared with experimental one.
Next, ~V i must be adjusted, through Ai and !i in
order that computed spectrum matches with ex-
perimental one. The phase �i is a random number
taken between 0 and 2:�.
Figure 11 represents comparison between

thrust �uctuations intensity computed with the
model, some experimental data [10] and Euler nu-
merical simulation [14]. In all the cases, a maxi-
mum of �uctuation of 12-14% of the mean thrust
�Fz appears near �� = �1.
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Figure 11: Comparison between thrust variation
computed, experimental data and Euler numeri-
cal simulation in vertical descent

Figure 12 validates the model in term of fre-
quencies, showing in one hand the experimental
spectrum deducted from [13] and on the other
hand the spectrum computed by HOST simula-
tion.
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Figure 12: Comparison between experimental
and calculated spectrum

Consequences: Figure 13 represents a simu-
lation realized at Vh=10km/h, Vz=-10m/s and

controls �xed. It is to note that the Vi �uctua-
tions directly act on Fz and on the blade �apping
angles. Whereas the fuselage attitude angles (�,
�) present lower frequencies due to damping that
acted between the rotor and the fuselage. The
vertical speed Vz and the normal load factor Nz
are also modi�ed by Vi �uctuations.
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Figure 13: HOST simulation for Dauphin 365N
(Vh=10km/,Vz=-10m/s), controls �xed with Vi
�uctuations

Conclusion: Flow �uctuations has been mod-
eled in the code HOST with an experimental spec-
trum [13] measured on a single point and inter-
polated over the whole vortex ring state domain
with criterion (3). The excited frequencies are
supposed to be constant on the whole vortex do-
main. More experimental data are needed to val-
idate this hypothesis and to corroborate the spec-
trum form.

3.2 Vz response to collective pitch
in descending �ight

Vortex ring state can be quite dangerous because
of the amazing Vz responses to DT0 implying sud-
den Vz fall. Flight tests, performed at the french
�ight test centre (CEV), exhibit such characteris-
tic phenomena. The simple Vim model described
above permits to reproduces qualitatively this Vz
responses.

3.2.1 Vz response to DT0 reduction

Such an example is shown on �gure 14. The pilot
decreases progressively the collective pitch. First,
Vz responses "normally" to DTO inputs: the two
�rst DTO reductions of about �0:2Æ produce a
Vz decrease of about 2.5m/s. The third DTO
reduction rather smaller than the previous ones
leads to a descent rate higher than 15m/s.
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Figure 14: Flight test example of Vz response
to collective pitch reductions
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Figure 15: HOST calculations of Vz response
to collective pitch reductions

The explanation of this phenomenon comes
from the evolution of DT0 as function of Vz (�g-
ure 16). This curve presents a local minimum
near Vz=- 6.5 m/s (point A). Between hover con-
tition and this local minimum, Vz response is
approximately a linear function of DTO inputs.
Close to point A (on the hover side), any light
DT0 reduction will imply new trim condition cor-
responding to Vz greater than those of point B.
It is to note that segment [AC] represents an in-
stable region.
A HOST simulation reproducing this phe-

nomenon is shown on �gure 15 with and without
induced velocity �uctuations. Simulation with
the initial Vim model is also indicated. With the
initial model, no sudden Vz fall is visible, because
of the uniform decrease of DTO with descent rate
increase. With the proposed model a large in-
crease of the descent rate is obtained as in the
�ight tests.
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Figure 16: DT0 versus Vz in vertical �ight (HOST
trim calculations)

3.2.2 Vz response to DT0 increase:

Power-settling

Power-settling is another important phenomenon
occurring during descent �ights. This phe-
nomenon still misunderstood could be de�ned as
an insensitivity of Vz to collective pitch increase.

DT0 increase within vortex ring state:

Figure 17 exhibits a �ight test illustrating this
phenomenon. The Helicopter enters the vortex
ring state by a deceleration, implying an aug-
mentation of the rate of descent. At t � 14:5s
the pilot increases DT0 in order to stabilize Vz.
Despite this DT0 increase (+10), Vz continue to
fall during 5s stabilizing at V z � �12m=s.
This phenomenon could be explained with the

help of �gure 16. Supposing that the helicopter
is in a �ight condition somewhere between points
A and B. If the collective pitch is increased at a
value smaller than those at point C, the helicopter
will go to a trim condition situated on the stable
part of the curve, between points B and C.
Such phenomenon is reproduced qualitatively

with HOST simulation using the proposed Vim
model as shown on �gure 18. Beginning at Vz=-
6m/s, the rate of descent increases in response
to the DT0 decrease, tempting to reach the new
trim position (beyond point C on �gure 16). At
t=8s, DT0 is increased to its initial value. Instead
of going back to its �rst value (Vz=-6m/s), the
rate of descent goes to the second trim position,
situated between B and C on �gure 16. With the
initial model, the helicopter comes back to Vz=-
6m/s.

DT0 increase beyond vortex ring state:

The "jump" phenomenon also exists when the he-
licopter crosses the vortex ring state starting from
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Figure 17: Flight test example of power set-
tling
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Figure 18: HOST simulation of power settling
in vertical descent

a high rate of descent. However, this is more dif-
�cult to exhibit in �ight. Because of the large
Vz, the pilot has to increase DT0 rather quickly
and it is di�cult to realize step inputs. Figure 19
shows a �ight test starting at V z � �20m=s and
V h � 8m=s. The pilot augments DT0 in order to
decrease the rate of descent. At t=50s, Vz only
reaches � �15m=s despite a collective increase
of about +4Æ. Beyond t=50s collective pitch is
still slightly increases (' 0:2Æ) and Vz increases
sharply (about 10m/s in 10s).
Supposing a trim position at a rate of descent

greater than the one at point B on the DT0 curve
of �gure 16 (between autorotation and point B).
If DT0 is increased at value smaller than those at
point C, the trim position moves upward. Tak-
ing into account the slope of the curve between
autorotation and point C, the di�erence of Vz be-
tween the two trim positions will be small. When
DT0 is increased at a value greater than those at

point C, the Vz will increase, going to positive
value.
Such phenomenon is reproduced with HOST

calculations on �gure 20.
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Figure 19: DT0 increase �ight test
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Figure 20: HOST simulation of DT0 increase
beyond vortex ring state in vertical descent

Conclusion: Mean features of the complex vor-
tex ring state including collective pitch insensi-
bility (power settling) can be reproduced with a
simple Vim model. Theoretical study as well as
�ight tests show that segment [AC] represents an
instable region.
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Conclusion

The induced velocity model elaborated im-
proves greatly HOST code predictions. The mean
characteristics of the vortex ring state observed
during experimental studies are well reproduced.
Both D6075 �ight test and HOST calculations
have demonstrated that vortex ring state can be
considered as an instable region. The Vim model
matches well with experimental data available in
vertical descent but it is extrapolated in the case
of descent with forward velocity. More experi-
mental data are needed to update vertical mea-
surements and to extend them to forward descent.
A vortex ring state predicted criterion is elab-

orated. More experimental data are necessary
to obtain more precisely the vortex ring state
domain in order to validate this criterion.

In the near future, �ight test planed on D6075
will permit:
� to establish the vortex ring state domain in
�ight,

� to increase experimental data in order to ad-
just the Vim model.

Induced velocities measurements with probes
located on a boom �xed on the D6075 fuselage
are also scheduled.
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